Proper name anomia: a case with sparing of the first-letter knowledge.
In this article we describe the case of GC, a woman affected by severe proper name anomia due to progressive brain atrophy that mainly affected the left temporal pole. Proper name comprehension and semantic knowledge about the people she was unable to name were normal. GC showed a sparing of initial letter knowledge of proper names, while other phonological characteristics were not equally available. At a later stage of her illness, the naming impairment began to affect common names as well as proper names, though at a lesser extent. Whereas there was no category effect between names of animate and inanimate stimuli, we observed a relative sparing of first letter knowledge selectively for animate categories, although less marked than with proper names. This case is discussed within the theoretical framework of two-stage models of name production. Knowledge of the initial letter of proper names supports the psychological reality of the "phonological address" as a preliminary stage of the production of this class of names. Moreover, the qualitative similarity between errors observed with proper names and with names of animate objects suggests that the production of names belonging to these classes may conform, at least in part, to analogous algorithms.